Title: SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR DYNAMIC RUNTIME HLA-FEDERATION-EXECUTION DATA DISPLAY

Abstract: A dynamic runtime high level architecture (HLA) federation-execution data display allows a user to dynamically select HLA-federation-execution data to display while joined to an executing HLA federation.
FIELD OF THE INVENTION

This invention relates generally to a software simulation high level architecture (HLA) having a federation with federates and, in particular, to systems and methods that allow a user to view data associated with objects models within the federation as an HLA federation executes.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

The high level architecture (HLA) is a known software structure for generating a high level computer simulation from a group of lower level computer simulations. The HLA provides a structure having rules by which software developers can generate individual lower level software simulations so that they are reusable and can be used by a variety of higher level simulations.

Many complex higher level simulations simulate an overall system having system portions, which can be provided as simulations to other higher level simulations. For example, many higher level simulations require lower level simulations of human interactions, simulations of displays such as graphical user interfaces, and simulations of specific physical hardware. It is be useful to provide such lower level simulations in a reusable form, so that they can be used by a variety of higher level simulations.

Prior to development of the HLA, it was often necessary to extensively modify the lower level simulations to adapt them for use in each of the higher level simulations. For some higher level simulations, it was necessary to generate entirely new lower level simulations.

Reusability of lower level simulations is but one desirable characteristic provided by the HLA. Reusability, as described above, means that a particular lower level simulation can be reused by a variety of higher level simulations.
Interoperability is another desirable characteristic provided by the HLA. Interoperability provides an ability for the lower level simulations to be distributed among a variety of physical computing platforms, which can also be of different types. Therefore, the individual lower level simulations that are combined in a higher level simulation can be distributed among a variety of computing platforms coupled together with a network.

As but one example, consider a situation in which a new weapons system is developed for use on an aircraft, and the new weapons system is simulated in a new weapons system computer simulation. Rather than generate, for example, a new aircraft computer simulation in which to use the new weapons system computer simulation, it would be desirable to provide reusability, which would allow use of an existing aircraft computer simulation. Furthermore, it would be desirable to provide interoperability, which would allow the new aircraft computer simulation to run on a first computer platform and the new weapons system computer simulation to run on a second computer platform. The HLA was developed to provide reusability and interoperability.

HLA simulations, also referred to herein as "HLA federation executions," are composed of lower level simulations call “federates” which combine into a high level simulation called a “federation.” A federate can exist with multiple instances in a federation. For example, there can be several instances of a simulation of a particular weapons system, each a federate to a high level aircraft simulation, which can be the federation. Federates can also include system functions such as interfaces to human operators, interfaces to real hardware, and interfaces to general software functions such as data collection, data analysis, and data display. Federates can subscribe to and resign from a federation either statically or dynamically as the higher level simulation executes.

The HLA includes three primary components, HLA rules, HLA interface specifications, and an HLA object model template (OMTs). The HLA rules include both federation rules and federate rules. The federation rules include a requirement
for a federation object model (FOM) in compliance with the OMT, and
documentation thereof. The federation rules also establish a run-time infrastructure
(RTI) in compliance with the HLA interface specifications. The federate rules include
a requirement for a federate simulation object model (SOM) in compliance with the
OMT, and documentation thereof. The federate rules make use of the RTI and specify
a format for data exchange with other members of a federation by way of the RTI.
The HLA interface specification identifies how federates interact with the federation
and with each other.

The RTI provides software services to support HLA-compliant simulations.
Different embodiments of the RTI software are possible. One exemplary version of
RTI software was provided by the Defense Modeling and Simulation Office (DMSO)
of the Department of Defense (DOD) as RTI-NG 1.3.

The HLA object model template (OMT) mentioned above requires a variety of
elements within object software, including but not limited to, an object class structure
table, an object interaction table, an attribute/parameter table, and an FOM/SOM
lexicon. Essentially, the OMT requires external visibility of all characteristics
required by external software in order to interface to a federation object or a federate
object.

As a federation executes, in general, only the simulation outputs from the
federation are known to a user. Intermediate transactions and results between
federates are not generally visible to the user. This generally makes the HLA
federation execution difficult to debug if an error occurs. It can also make federation
execution difficult to interpret if results are unexpected.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The present invention provides a system and a method by which a user can
view data associated with federates in a high level architecture (HLA) federation
execution. With this particular arrangement, the system and method of the present
invention allow a user to dynamically select information associated with the HLA
federation execution to view as the HLA federation executes.

In accordance with the present invention, a method of providing a display associated with a high level architecture (HLA) federation execution includes generating an HLA federate, joining the HLA federate to the federation, and subscribing, using the HLA federate, to receive HLA-federation-execution data including at least one of object classes, object instances, object class attributes, object attribute values, interaction classes, interaction class parameters, interaction parameter values, and interaction occurrence data sets. The method further includes receiving the HLA-federation-execution data while the HLA federation executes. Still further, the method includes generating a display element, selecting a first one of an object instance, an object class attribute, an interaction class, and an interaction class parameter from among the HLA-federation-execution data while the HLA executes, and displaying a first at least one of an object attribute value, an interaction parameter value, and an interaction occurrence data set from among the HLA-federation-execution data with the display element in response to the selecting the first one, while the HLA executes. The method further includes selecting a second one of an object instance, an object class attribute, an interaction class, and an interaction class parameter from among the HLA-federation-execution data while the HLA federation executes, and displaying a second at least one of an object attribute value, an interaction parameter value, and an interaction occurrence data set from among the HLA-federation-execution data with the display element in response to the selecting the second one while the HLA federation executes.

In accordance with another aspect of the present invention, a system to provide a display associated with a high level architecture (HLA) federation execution includes a web interaction federate adapted to join the federation, subscribe to the federation, and to receive HLA-federation-execution data including at least one of object classes, object instances, object class attributes, object attribute values, interaction classes, interaction class parameters, interaction parameter values, and interaction occurrence data sets while the HLA federation executes. The system further includes a web client application adapted to dynamically display at least a
portion of the HLA-federation-execution data while the HLA federation executes. The system still further includes a server coupled between the web interaction federate and the web client application, wherein the server is adapted to provide the HLA-federation-execution data to the web client application.
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The foregoing features of the invention, as well as the invention itself may be more fully understood from the following detailed description of the drawings, in which:
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FIG. 1 is a block diagram representing software modules in accordance with a system for dynamic runtime HLA-federation-execution data display;

FIG. 2 is a flow chart showing an exemplary process used by the system of FIG. 1;

FIG. 3 is a flow chart showing an exemplary process for providing a web client application associated with selection of an object instance, which is used by the system of FIG. 1;

FIG. 3A is a flow chart showing an exemplary process for providing RHIND (runtime HLA interactive network display) server software associated with selection of an object instance, which is used by the system of FIG. 1;

FIG. 3B is a flow chart showing an exemplary process for providing a web interaction federate associated with selection of an object instance, which is used by the system of FIG. 1;

FIGS. 4-4E are pictorials showing exemplary graphical user interfaces associated with the processes of FIGS. 3-3B;

FIG. 5 is a flow chart showing an exemplary process for providing a web client application associated with selection of an object class attribute, which is used by the system of FIG. 1;

FIG. 5A is a flow chart showing an exemplary process for providing RHIND server software associated with selection of an object class attribute, which is used by the system of FIG. 1;
FIG. 5B is a flow chart showing an exemplary process for providing a web interaction federate associated with selection of an object class attribute, which is used by the system of FIG. 1;

FIGS. 6-6D are pictorials showing exemplary graphical user interfaces associated with the processes of FIGS. 5-5B;

FIG. 7 is a flow chart showing an exemplary process for providing a web client application associated with selection of an interaction class, which is used by the system of FIG. 1;

FIG. 7A is a flow chart showing an exemplary process for providing RHIND server software associated with selection of an interaction class, which is used by the system of FIG. 1;

FIG. 7B is a flow chart showing an exemplary process for providing a web interaction federate associated with selection of an interaction class, which is used by the system of FIG. 1;

FIGS. 8-8D are pictorials showing exemplary graphical user interfaces associated with the processes of FIGS. 7-7B;

FIG. 9 is a flow chart showing an exemplary process for providing a web client application associated with selection of an interaction class parameter, which is used by the system of FIG. 1;

FIG. 9A is a flow chart showing an exemplary process for providing RHIND server software associated with selection of an interaction class parameter, which is used by the system of FIG. 1;

FIG. 9B is a flow chart showing an exemplary process for providing a web interaction federate associated with selection of an interaction class parameter, which is used by the system of FIG. 1; and

FIGS. 10-10D are pictorials showing exemplary graphical user interfaces associated with the processes of FIGS. 9-9B.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

Before describing the system and method for dynamic runtime HLA-federation-execution data display, some introductory concepts and terminology are explained. The high level architecture (HLA) is a known software structure for
generating a high level computer simulation, or federation execution, from a group of
lower level computer simulations, or federates. The HLA includes three components,
HLA rules, HLA interface specifications, and an HLA object model template (OMTs).
The HLA rules include both federation rules and federate rules. The federation rules
include a requirement for a federation object model (FOM) in compliance with the
OMT, and documentation thereof.

The federation rules also establish a run-time infrastructure (RTI) in
compliance with the HLA interface specifications. The RTI includes software having
an executive portion that runs globally, and client portions associated with each
federate.

The federate rules include a requirement for a federate simulation object model
(SOM) in compliance with the OMT, and documentation thereof. The federate rules
make use of the RTI and specify data exchange with other members of the federation
by way of the RTI. The HLA interface specification identifies how federates interact
with the federation and with each other.

As is known, a federation can include a hierarchy of "object classes," "object
instances" associated with the object classes, "object class attributes" associated with
the object instances, and "object attribute values" associated with the object class
attributes. When running, the federation generates the object attribute values (i.e.,
data). For example, an object class can be "aircraft," object instances thereof can be
"Boeing 747," "Boeing 707," etc., an object class attribute can be "altitude," and an
object attribute value can be "1000 feet."

This relationship can be shown as a hierarchy along with the above example as
indicated below. Asterisks identify elements described below that can be dynamically
changed in conjunction with a display.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Example</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>object class</td>
<td>aircraft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*object instance</td>
<td>747</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As is also known, a federation can also include a hierarchy of "interaction classes," "interaction class parameters" associated with the object classes, and "interaction parameter values" associated with the interaction class parameters. When running, the federation generates the interaction parameter values. For example, an interaction class can be "munitions detonation," an interaction class parameter can be "radius," and an interaction parameter value can be "seven meters."

This relationship can be shown as a hierarchy along with the above example as indicated below. Asterisks identify elements described below that can be dynamically changed in conjunction with a display.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Example</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*interaction class</td>
<td>munitions detonation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*interaction class parameter</td>
<td>radius</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>interaction parameter value</td>
<td>7 meters</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As used herein the object classes, object instances, object class attributes, object attribute values, interaction classes, interaction class parameters, interaction parameter values, and interaction occurrence data sets (described more fully below) are referred to as "HLA-federation-execution data."

The hierarchies associated with the object classes and interaction classes are generally laid out in an object model template (OMT) file. The OMT file includes all object classes for which object instances can be created during HLA federation execution and all interaction classes for which interactions may occur during the HLA federation execution. A federation execution details (FED) file is known to be similar to the OMT file, but without the listing of object class attributes and interaction class parameters. A runtime infrastructure details (RID) file is known to include information specifying a network address of the RTI executive software portion.
Therefore, as used herein, the term "object class attribute" is used to describe a characteristic of data associated with an object class. For example, an object class attribute associated with the object class "airplane" in the above example can be altitude. As used herein, the term "object attribute value" is used to describe actual numerical data associated with an object class attribute. For example, the object attribute value in the above example can be 1000 in units of feet. Furthermore, a "data type" as used herein describes a data format, for example, floating point.

As used herein, the term "interaction class parameter" is used to describe a characteristic of data associated with an interaction class. For example, an interaction class parameter associated with the interaction class "munitions detonation" in the above example can be radius. As used herein, the term "interaction parameter value" is used to describe actual numerical data associated with an interaction class parameter. For example, the interaction parameter value in the above example can be seven in units of meters.

While the invention is described herein in terms of a particular HLA defined by the Defense Modeling and Simulation Office (DMSO) of the Department of Defense (DOD) and a run-time interface (RTI) also according to the DMSO, it should be recognized that the same principles apply to any HLA operating as a distributed system having lower level simulations (i.e., federates) combined into a higher level simulation (i.e., in a federation).

Referring to FIG. 1, an exemplary system 10 includes federates 12a-12d coupled together with a runtime infrastructure (RTI), forming a federation 16. In some embodiments, the RTI is associated with a physical layer 14 described more fully below. However, it should be understood that that the RTI comprises software, having an executive portion running on a server (not shown) and client portions running in each of the federates 12a-12d, allowing the federates 12a-12d to communicate with each other within a federation 16.
The federates 12a-12d provide an HLA federation execution, which can execute on separate servers or on the same server or in any combination of servers. Therefore, in some embodiments, the federates 12a-12d can be distributed, executing on separate computing platforms. However, in other embodiments, any combination of the federates 12a-12d can be collocated to run on a single computing platform.

It will be understood that in some embodiments, in which the federates 12a-12d all operate together in a single server, there may be no physical layer 14. However, in these embodiments, RTI software still controls communication between the federates 12a-12d.

In other embodiments, the federates 12a-12d are distributed and interconnected with the digital network 14, for example an Ethernet network or a wide-area network (WAN). The digital network 14 provides the physical layer with which the federates 12a-12d can communicate via RTI software.

The federates 12a-12d in combination with the RTI form the federation 16, which, when running, provides the HLA federation execution. While four federates 12a-12d are shown, it should be appreciated that, in other embodiments, more than four or fewer than four external federates can be used.

A web interaction federate (WIF) 18 is coupled to the federation 16. A RHIND (runtime HLA interactive network display) server having RHIND server software 20 is coupled to the web interaction federate 18. The RHIND server software 20 provides instructions for an interface between the web interaction federate 18 and a web client having a web client application 22, and also provides instructions for an interface between the web client application 22 and a display description files (DDF) database 24.

The WIF 18 functions are more fully described below in conjunction with FIGS. 3B, 5B, 7B, and 9B. Let it suffice here to say that the WIF 18 can join and subscribe to the federation 16 and can receive HLA-federation-execution data from.
the federation 16.

The web client application 22 is more fully described below in conjunction with FIGS. 3, 5, 7, and 9 and also in conjunction with FIGS 4-4E, 6-6D, 8-8D, and 10-10D. The web client application 22 provides a graphical user interface (FIGS 4-4E, 6-6D, 8-8D, and 10-10D) with which a user can build and save display formats having display elements. The user can also dynamically select (while the HLA federation executes in the federation 16) at least one of object instances, object class attributes, interaction classes, and interaction class parameters resulting in a display of respective object attribute values and respective interaction parameter values or a respective interaction occurrence data set. The user can further dynamically select (while a HLA federation executes in the federation 16) another at least one of the object instances, object class attributes, interaction classes, and interaction class parameters resulting in a display of other respective object attribute values and respective interaction parameter values or other respective interaction occurrence data sets.

The RHIND server software 20 functions are more fully described below in conjunction with FIGS. 3A, 5A, 7A, and 9A. Let it suffice here to say that the RHIND server software 20 receives instructions from the web client application 22 and operates according to the instructions. For example, a user of the web client application 22 can build a display format having display elements and can instruct the RHIND server software 20 to store the display format to the DDF database 24. For another example, a user of the web client application 22 can dynamically request one or more of an object instance, an object class attribute, an interaction class, and an interaction class parameter associated with the federation 16 and the RHIND server software 20 can forward the request to the WIF 18, resulting in respective data being sent by the WIF 18 to the RHIND server software 20 and to the web client application 22 for display.

The DDF database 24 is adapted to store display characteristics of one or more displays generated by a user via the web client application 22 as display description
field (DDFs). The display characteristics can include, but are not limited to, display elements. The DDF elements can include, but are not limited to, dial gauges, bar gauges, line charts, pie charts, spreadsheet cells, and text boxes. A DDF having the stored display characteristics can later be retrieved so that the user can view or modify a display having the stored display characteristics. Functions of the DDFs will become more apparent in conjunction with FIGS. 4-4E, 6-6D, 8-8D, and 10-10D below.

The WIF 18, the RHIND server software 20, and the web client application 22 can be separate, running on separate computing platforms. However, in other embodiments, any combination of the WIF 18, the RHIND server software 20, and the web client application 22 can be integrated to run on one computing platform.

Upon user selection of an object instance, described more fully below, the WIF 18 is able to filter the object attribute values to provide only an object attribute value associated with the selected object instance. The selection can be dynamic, allowing a user to select different object instances for which to view object attribute values as the HLA federation executes. The object instance and associated object attribute value associated with a display element can be updated dynamically at any time while the HLA federation executes.

Upon user selection of an object class attribute, described more fully below, the WIF 18 is also able to provide only an object attribute value associated with the selected object class attribute. The selection can be dynamic, allowing a user to select different object class attributes for which to view associated object attribute values as the HLA federation executes. The object class attribute and associated object attribute value associated with a display element can be updated dynamically at any time while the HLA federation executes.

Upon user selection of an interaction class, described more fully below, the WIF 18 is also able to provide an interaction occurrence data set associated with the selected interaction class. The selection can be dynamic, allowing a user to select
different interaction classes for which to view associated interaction occurrence data sets as the HLA federation executes. The interaction class and associated interaction occurrence data set associated with a display element can be updated dynamically at any time while the HLA federation executes.
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Upon user selection of an interaction class parameter, described more fully below, the WIF 18 is also able to provide an interaction parameter value associated with the selected interaction class parameter. The selection can be dynamic, allowing a user to select different interaction class parameters for which to view associated interaction parameter values as the HLA federation executes. The interaction class parameter and associated interaction parameter value associated with a display element can be updated dynamically at any time while the HLA federation executes.
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It should be appreciated that FIGS. 2, 3-3B, 5-5B, 7-7B, and 9-9B show flowcharts corresponding to the below contemplated technique which would be implemented in computer system 10 (FIG. 1). The rectangular elements (typified by element 202 in FIG. 2), herein denoted “processing blocks,” represent computer software instructions or groups of instructions.
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Alternatively, the processing and decision blocks represent steps performed by functionally equivalent circuits such as a digital signal processor circuit or an application specific integrated circuit (ASIC). The flow diagrams do not depict the syntax of any particular programming language. Rather, the flow diagrams illustrate the functional information one of ordinary skill in the art requires to fabricate circuits or to generate computer software to perform the processing required of the particular apparatus. It should be noted that many routine program elements, such as initialization of loops and variables and the use of temporary variables are not shown. It will be appreciated by those of ordinary skill in the art that unless otherwise indicated herein, the particular sequence of blocks described is illustrative only and can be varied without departing from the spirit of the invention. Thus, unless otherwise stated the blocks described below are unordered meaning that, when possible, the blocks can be performed in any convenient or desirable order.
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Referring now to FIG. 2, a process 200 begins at block 202, where a HLA federate is generated, for example, in accordance with the web interaction federate (WIF) 18 shown in FIG. 1. The WIF 18 is adapted to operate with many functions similar to the federates 12a-12d of FIG. 1. At block 204, the WIF 18 joins a federation, for example, the federation 16 of FIG. 1, and at block 206, the WIF 18 subscribes to HLA-federation-execution data 16. The terms "join" and "subscribe" will be recognized by those familiar with HLA architectures.

The subscribing at block 206 allows the WIF 18 to receive HLA-federation-execution data from the federation 16 at block 208. For example, the WIF 18 can receive object instances and associated object attribute values. For another example, the WIF 18 can receive an indication that an interaction has occurred, and an "interaction occurrence data set," including but not limited to, a time that the interaction occurred, an associated interaction class, an associated interaction class parameter, and an associated interaction parameter value.

At block 210, at least one display element is generated, for example, by a user in conjunction with the web client application 22 of FIG. 1. The at least one display element can be associated with a display format that can be saved and recalled to and from the DDF database 24 of FIG. 1.

At block 212, HLA-federation-execution data is selected, for example, by a user of the web client application 22 of FIG. 1. In one particular embodiment, the selection of HLA-federation-execution data can be made in accordance with a selection of an object instance, an object class attribute, an interaction class, and/or an interaction class parameter. The selection is described more fully below. The selection can be dynamic, meaning that the selection can be made while the HLA federation executes.

At block 214, HLA-federation-execution data associated with that selected at block 212 is displayed in the display element generated at block 210. The displayed
HLA-federation-execution data can be a portion of the HLA-federation-execution data received at block 208. For example, if a particular object instance or a particular object class attribute is selected at block 212, at block 214, an associated object attribute value can be displayed block 214. For another example, if a particular interaction class is selected at block 212, an interaction occurrence data set (described above), can be displayed at block 214. For yet another example, if a particular interaction class parameter is selected at block 212, an associated interaction parameter value can be displayed at block 214. The selections and displays will be further understood from discussion below.

At block 216, other HLA-federation-execution data is selected, for example, by a user of the web client application 22 of FIG. 1. In one particular embodiment, the selection of the other HLA-federation-execution data can be made in accordance with a selection of another object instance, another object class attribute, another interaction class, and/or another interaction class parameter. The selection can be dynamic, meaning that the selection can be made while the HLA federation executes.

At block 218, HLA-federation-execution data associated with that selected at block 216 is displayed in the display element generated at block 210. The displayed HLA-federation-execution data can be another portion of the HLA-federation-execution data received at block 208. For example, if another particular object instance or another particular object class attribute is selected at block 212, at block 214, another associated object attribute value can be displayed block 214. For another example, if another particular interaction class is selected at block 212, another interaction occurrence data set (described more fully below), can be displayed at block 214. For yet another example, if another particular interaction class parameter is selected at block 212, another associated interaction parameter value can be displayed at block 214.

With the above arrangement, the display element generated at block 210 can provide a display of HLA-federation-execution data. The displayed HLA-federation-execution data can be dynamically selected, or changed, while the HLA federation
executes.

It will be appreciated that some of the steps 202-210 can be repeated in order to provide the selection and display of other HLA simulation data at blocks 216-218. For example, the subscribing of block 206 can be repeated any number of times. This will become apparent from discussion below.

Referring now to FIG. 3, letter reference designators A-H have corresponding letter reference designators A-H on FIG. 3A, to which they couple. FIGS. 3, 3A, and 3B can be taken together to show the interactions between a web client application (FIG. 3), RHIND server software (FIG. 3A), and a web interaction federate (WIF) (FIG. 3B). However, the figures are discussed separately below.

A process 300 is associated with a web client application, for example the web client application 22 of FIG. 1. The process receives user inputs, labeled "From User," which are associated with graphical user interfaces (not shown). The graphical user interfaces are described below in conjunction with FIGS. 4-4E.

At block 302, a user can build a display description file (DDF). The DDF can include, for example, display elements and associated object class attributes. The DDF is sent as DDF build information at block 304 to RHIND server software, for example the RHIND server software 20 of FIG. 1, which is represented as a flow chart in FIG. 3A.

A user can provide a request to open a saved DDF, which is received at block 306. A corresponding open DDF request is issued at block 308, which can be passed to the RHIND server software, for example, the RHIND server software of FIG. 3A. The opened DDF provides a graphical user interface (e.g., FIG. 4).

At block 310, the web client application can receive and display an opened DDF in response to the request provided at block 308. The opened DDF can be provided, for example, by the RHIND server software of FIG. 3A. The opened DDF
provides a graphical user interface (e.g., FIG. 4).

The user can provide a request to open an object instance list, which is received at block 312. The receipt of the request to open an object instance list at block 312 results, at block 314, in an issuance of an instance list request to the RHIND server software of FIG. 3A. At block 316, an object instance list is received from the RHIND server software of FIG. 3A. At block 318, the object instance list received at block 316 can be displayed, for example as a menu on a graphical user interface (e.g., FIGS. 4A, 4C).

The user can select an object instance associated with the object instance list displayed at block 318, and the selection is received at block 320. At block 322, in response to the instance selection received at block 320, the web client application sends the object instance selection to the RHIND server software of FIG. 3A.

At block 324, in response to the object instance selection sent at block 322, an associated object attribute value is received and displayed in conjunction with a display element in the DDF opened and displayed at block 310.

The user can select to close the DDF opened at block 310, and the selection is received at block 326. At block 328, in response to the close DDF request received at block 326, at block 328, a close DDF request is sent to the RHIND server software of FIG. 3A.

Referring now to FIG. 3A, a process 334 is associated with RHIND server software, for example, the RHIND server software 20 of FIG. 1. Letter reference designators A-H have corresponding letter reference designators A-H on FIG. 3, corresponding to the web client application to which they couple. Letter reference designators I-N have corresponding letter reference designators I-N on FIG. 3B, corresponding to a web interaction federate to which they couple.

At block 336, the RHIND server software receives the client DDF build
information provided, for example, by the web client application of FIG. 3 (block 304), which can be saved at block 338 to a local hard drive or other storage medium. The local hard drive can correspond, for example to the DDF database 24 of FIG. 1.

At block 340, the RHIND server software receives a request to open a saved DDF, for example, by the web client application of FIG. 3 (block 308). At block 342, the requested DDF is opened and corresponding DDF information is sent, for example, to the web client application of FIG. 3 (block 310). At block 344, at least one object class attribute associated with the DDF opened at block 342 is sent, for example, to the web interaction federate of FIG. 3B.

At block 346, a request for an object instance list is received, for example, from the web client application of FIG. 3 (block 314). In response to the object instance list request received at block 346, the RHIND server software issues a request for the object instance list at block 348, for example, to the web interaction federate of FIG. 3B. In response, the object instance list is received at block 350 from the web interaction federate of FIG. 3B, which is then sent at block 352 to the web client application of FIG. 3 (block 316).

At block 354, the RHIND server software receives an object instance selection, for example from the web client application of FIG. 3 (block 322). The instance selection is sent at block 356 to the web interaction federate of FIG. 3B.

In response to the object instance selection sent at block 356, the web interaction federate of FIG. 3B returns an object attribute value associated with the selected object instance, which is received at block 358, which is then sent at block 360 to the web client application of FIG. 3 (block 324).

At block 362 the RHIND server software can receive a request to close the DDF opened at block 342. The request can be provided, for example, by the web client application of FIG. 3 (block 328). Upon receiving the request to close the open DDF, at block 364, the DDF is closed, at block 366, the object class attributes
associated with the DDF are canceled, and at block 368 notification is sent that the DDF is closed to the web interaction federate of FIG. 3B.

Referring now to FIG. 3B, a process 374 is associated with a web interaction federate (WIF), for example, the web interaction federate 18 of FIG. 1. Letter reference I-N have corresponding letter reference designators I-N on FIG. 3A, corresponding to the RHIND server software to which they couple.

At block 376, an object class attribute is received, for example from the RHIND server software of FIG. 3A (block 344). In response to the receipt of the object class attribute, at block 378, the WIF joins and subscribes to a federation, for example, to the federation 16 of FIG. 1, via an RTI, for example the RTI of FIG. 1. In response to the subscribing of block 378, at block 380, the WIF receives from the federation (via the RTI) RTI object instance discoveries associated with an HLA federation execution. At block 382, the WIF also receives object attribute values associated with the object instances.

At block 384, the WIF receives a request for an instance list, for example from the RHIND server software of FIG. 3A (block 348). In response to the request, at block 386, the object instance list is sent to the RHIND server software of FIG. 3A (block 350).

At block 388, the WIF receives an instance selection, for example from the RHIND server software of FIG. 3A (block 356). At block 390, the object attribute values received at block 380 are filtered according to the object instance selection. For example, if a Boeing 747 object instance selection is received at block 388, and an object class attribute of altitude is received at block 376, then at block 392, an object attribute value, for example, 1000 feet, is returned at block 392.

At block 394, a notification is received that the DDF has been closed, for example, from the RHIND server software of FIG. 3A (block 368). In response to the notification, the process 374 unsubscribes from the object class attributes associated
with the HLA federation execution.

In view of the processes 300, 334, and 374 of FIGS. 3, 3A, and 3B, respectively, it should be apparent that a user can initiate a change to an object attribute value associated with a display element, for example, by a selection of an object instance at block 320 of FIG. 3. The object instance, and therefore, the object attribute value, can be dynamically updated while the HLA federation executes.

FIGS. 4-4E show graphical user interfaces according to the processes of FIGS. 3-3B. Referring first to FIG. 4, an exemplary graphical user interface 400 includes a display element 402, which is a dial gauge. The display element has no associated data, as would be provided, for example, at blocks 302 and 310 of FIG. 3.

Referring now to FIG. 4A, another exemplary graphical user interface 410 includes a display element 412, which is a dial gauge, and a menu 414. The menu provides a list of object instances as would be provided, for example, at block 318 of FIG. 3. In this example, the object instances are drivers of vehicles used in an HLA federation execution. The user can select an object instance, here driver 1, for example, at block 320 of FIG. 3.

Referring now to FIG. 4B, another exemplary graphical user interface 420 includes a display element 422, which is a dial gauge. The display element 422 now shows data corresponding to an object attribute value for the selected object instance (driver 1), selected in the menu 414 of FIG. 4A. In this example, the object attribute value corresponds to a speed of 148.10043 miles per hour.

The displayed object attribute value in the display element 422 corresponds to block 324 of FIG. 3. It should be recognized that the object attribute value (speed) is provided in the display element 422 while the HLA federation executes.

Referring now to FIG. 4C, another exemplary graphical user interface 430 includes a display element 432, which is a dial gauge, and a menu 434. The menu
again provides the list of object instances (e.g., menu 414, FIG. 4A) as would be provided, for example, at block 318 of FIG. 3. In this example, the object instances are drivers of vehicles used in the HLA federation execution. The user can select an object instance, here driver 2, for example, at block 320 of FIG. 3.

Referring now to FIG. 4D, another exemplary graphical user interface 440 includes a display element 442, which is a dial gauge. The display element 442 now shows data corresponding to another object attribute value, for the object instance (driver 2) selected in the menu 434 of FIG. 4C. In this example, the object attribute value corresponds to a speed of 80.51954 miles per hour.

The displayed object attribute value in the display element 442 corresponds to block 324 of FIG. 3. It should be recognized that the object attribute value (speed) is again provided in the display element 442 while the HLA federation executes.

In the display elements 412, 422, 432, and 442 of FIGS. 4-4D, the text “Default Gauge” and “Default Units” can be replaced by a user with any desired text.

Referring now to FIG. 4E, a graphical user interface 460 includes four display elements 462, 464, 466, 468, which are dial gauges, a display element 472, which is a text box, and a display element 474, which indicates HLA federation execution time. While not shown, a user is able to dynamically update the displayed data in any of the display elements according to the processes of FIGS. 3-3B and according to the techniques described in conjunction with FIGS. 4-4D.

Referring now to FIG. 5, letter reference designators AA-FF have corresponding letter reference designators AA-FF on FIG. 5A, to which they couple. FIGS. 5, 5A, and 5B can be taken together to show the interactions between a web client application (FIG. 5), RHIND server software (FIG. 5A), and a web interaction federate (WIF) (FIG. 5B). However, the figures are discussed separately below.

Blocks 502-510 provide the same functions as blocks 302-310 of FIG. 3 and
blocks 522-524 provide the same functions as blocks 326-328 of FIG. 3 and are not discussed here again.

The user can provide a request to open an object class attribute list, which is received at block 512. The receipt of the request to open the object class attribute list at block 512 results, at block 514, in the object class attribute list being displayed, for example as a menu on a graphical user interface (e.g., FIGS. 5A, 5C). Unlike the object instances and associated object instance list in block 316 of FIG. 3, which are received from the HLA federation execution, the object class attributes and associated list are provided by the opened DDF received at block 510 with FIGS 5-5D.

The user can select an object class attribute associated with the object class attribute list displayed at block 514, and the selection is received at block 516. At block 518, in response to the object class attribute selection received at block 516, the web client application sends the object class attribute selection to the RHIND server software of FIG. 3A.

At block 520, in response to the object class attribute selection sent at block 518, an associated object attribute value is received and displayed in conjunction with a display element in the DDF opened at block 510.

Referring now to FIG. 5A, a process 540 is associated with RHIND server software, for example the RHIND server software 20 of FIG. 1. Letter reference designators AA-FF have corresponding letter reference designators AA-FF on FIG. 5, corresponding to the web client application to which they couple. Letter reference designators GG-JJ have corresponding letter reference designators GG-JJ on FIG. 5B, corresponding to a web interaction federate to which they couple.

Blocks 542-550 provide the same functions as blocks 336-344 of FIG. 3A and blocks 560-566 provide the same functions as blocks 362-368 of FIG. 3A and are not discussed here again.
At block 552, an object class attribute selection is received, for example, from the web client application of FIG. 5 (block 518). In response to the object class attribute selection received at block 552, the RHIND server software issues a request for the object class attribute selection at block 554, for example, to the web interaction federate of FIG. 5B. In response, an associated object attribute value is received at block 556 from the web interaction federate of FIG. 5B, which is then sent at block 558 to the web client application of FIG. 5 (block 520) for display.

Referring now to FIG. 5B, a process 374 is associated with a web interaction federate (WIF), for example the web interaction federate 18 of FIG. 1. Letter reference designators I-N have corresponding letter reference designators I-N on FIG. 5A, corresponding to the RHIND server software to which they couple.

Blocks 584-586 provide the same functions as blocks 394-396 of FIG. 3B and are not discussed here again.

Blocks 574-580 provide similar functions as blocks 376-382 of FIG. 3B. However, an object class attribute is received at block 574 either in response to an open DDF as received from block 550 of FIG. 5A (similar to block 376 of FIG. 3A) or from block 554 of FIG. 5A, which provides a user selection of an object class attribute.

At block 582, the object class attribute value in accordance with the object class attribute received at block 574 is sent to the RHIND server software of FIG. 5A (block 556). As described above, the object class attribute received at block 574 can be received from two paths.

In view of the processes 500, 540, 572 of FIGS. 5, 5A, and 5B, respectively, it should be apparent that a user can initiate a change to an object attribute value associated with a display element, for example, by a selection of an object class attribute at block 516 of FIG. 5. The object class attribute, and therefore, the associated object attribute value, can be dynamically updated while the HLA
federation executes.

FIGS. 6-6D show graphical user interfaces according to the processes of FIGS. 5-5B. Referring first to FIG. 6, an exemplary graphical user interface 600 includes a display element 602, which is a dial gauge. The display element has no associated data, as would be provided, for example, at blocks 502 and 510 of FIG. 5.

Referring now to FIG. 6A, another exemplary graphical user interface 610 includes a display element 612, which is a dial gauge, and a menu 614. The menu provides a list of object class attributes as would be provided, for example, at block 514 of FIG. 5. In this example, the object class attributes are positions of vehicles used in an HLA federation execution. The user can select an object class attribute, here position X, for example, at block 516 of FIG. 5.

Referring now to FIG. 6B, another exemplary graphical user interface 620 includes a display element 622, which is a dial gauge. The display element 622 now shows data corresponding to an object attribute value, for the selected object class attribute (position X), selected in the menu 614 of FIG. 6A. In this example, the object attribute value corresponds to a position of 6002 (in arbitrary units).

The displayed object attribute value in the display element 622 corresponds to block 520 of FIG. 5. It should be recognized that the object attribute value (position) is provided in the display element 622 while the HLA federation executes.

Referring now to FIG. 6C, another exemplary graphical user interface 630 includes a display element 632, which is a dial gauge, and a menu 634. The menu again provides the list of object class attributes (e.g., menu 614, FIG. 6A) as would be provided, for example, at block 514 of FIG. 5. In this example, the object class attributes are positions of vehicles used in the HLA federation execution. The user can select an object class attribute, here position Y, for example, at block 516 of FIG. 5.
Referring now to FIG. 6D, another exemplary graphical user interface 640 includes a display element 642, which is a dial gauge. The display element 642 now shows data corresponding to another object attribute value, for the object class attribute (position Y) selected in the menu 634 of FIG. 6C. In this example, the object attribute value corresponds to a position of -6639 (in arbitrary units).

The displayed object attribute value in the display element 642 corresponds to block 520 of FIG. 5. It should be recognized that the object attribute value (position) is again provided in the display element 642 while the HLA federation executes.

In the display elements 612, 622, 632, and 642 of FIGS. 6-6D, the text “Default Gauge” and “Default Units” can be replaced by a user with any desired text.

Referring now to FIG. 7, letter reference designators AAA-FFF have corresponding letter reference designators AAA-FFF on FIG. 7A, to which they couple. FIGS. 7, 7A, and 7B can be taken together to show the interactions between a web client application (FIG. 7), RHIND server software (FIG. 7A), and a web interaction federate (WIF) (FIG. 7B). However, the figures are discussed separately below.

Blocks 702-710 provide the same functions as blocks 302-310 of FIG. 3 and blocks 722-724 provide the same functions as blocks 326-328 of FIG. 3 and are not discussed here again.

The user can provide a request to open an interaction class list, which is received at block 712. The receipt of the request to open the interaction class list at block 712 results, at block 714, in the interaction class list being displayed, for example, as a menu on a graphical user interface (e.g., FIGS. 8A, 8C). Unlike the object instances and associated object instance list in block 316 of FIG. 3, which are received from the HLA federation execution, the interaction classes and associated interaction class list are provided by the open DDF received at block 710.
The user can select an interaction class associated with the interaction class list displayed at block 714, and the selection is received at block 716. At block 718, in response to the object interaction class selection received at block 716, the web client application sends the interaction class selection to the RHIND server software of FIG. 7A.

At block 720, in response to the interaction class selection sent at block 718, an associated interaction occurrence data set is received and displayed in conjunction with a display element in the DDF opened at block 710. The interaction occurrence data set can include, but is not limited to, a time of an occurrence of the interaction, an interaction class, an interaction class parameter, and the interaction parameter value, each associated with the occurrence of the interaction.

Referring now to FIG. 7A, a process 730 is associated with RHIND server software, for example the RHIND server software 20 of FIG. 1. Letter reference designators AAA-FFF have corresponding letter reference designators AAA-FFF on FIG. 7, corresponding to the web client application to which they couple. Letter reference designators GGG-JJJ have corresponding letter reference designators GGG-JJJ on FIG. 7B, corresponding to a web interaction federate to which they couple.

Blocks 732-738 provide the same functions as blocks 336-342 of FIG. 3A and are not discussed here again.

At block 740, an interaction class associated with the opened DDF is sent, for example, to the web interaction federate of FIG. 5B. At block 742 an interaction class request is received, for example, from the web client application of FIG. 7 (block 718). In response to the interaction class request received at block 742, the RHIND server software issues the interaction class selection at block 744, for example, to the web interaction federate of FIG. 7B. In response, an interaction occurrence data set is received at block 746 from the web interaction federate of FIG. 5B, which is then sent at block 748 to the web client application of FIG. 7 (block 720) for display.
The receipt of the interaction occurrence data set at block 746, and the display thereof at block 720 of FIG. 7, occurs upon an occurrence of an interaction having the requested interaction class.

Referring now to FIG. 7B, a process 762 is associated with a web interaction federate (WIF), for example the web interaction federate 18 of FIG. 1. Letter reference designators GGG-JJJ have corresponding letter reference designators GGG-JJJ on FIG. 5A, corresponding to the RHIND server software to which they couple.

At block 764, an interaction class is received, for example, from the RHIND server software (block 740). The interaction class received at block 764 can also be the result of an interaction class selection provided by a user, for example, via the RHIND server software (block 744).

At block 766, the web interaction federate joins and subscribes to a federation (interaction class), for example, the federation 16 of FIG. 1. The web interaction federate is then able to receive, from the federation, occurrences of an interaction corresponding to the interaction class received at block 764 and an associated interaction occurrence data set.

At block 768, the WIF receives an indication that an interaction has occurred in a running HLA federation execution, running on the federation. At block 770, the WIF builds an interaction occurrence data set accordingly, which can include, but is not limited to, a time of the interaction occurrence, an interaction class according to the interaction class received at block 764, an associated interaction class parameter, and an associated interaction parameter value.

Referring now to FIG. 8A, another exemplary graphical user interface 810 includes a display element 812, which is a text box, and a menu 814. The menu provides a list interaction classes as would be provided, for example, at block 714 of FIG. 7. In this example, the interaction classes are indicative of driver to police and
police to driver communications used in an HLA federation execution. The user can select an interaction class, here Driver_To_Pman_Comm, for example, at block 716 of FIG. 7.

Referring now to FIG. 8B, another exemplary graphical user interface 820 includes a display element 822, which is a text box. The display element 822 now shows data corresponding to an interaction occurrence data set, for the selected interaction class (Driver_To_Pman_Comm), selected in the menu 814 of FIG. 8A. In this example, the interaction occurrence data set includes driver speed (DsSpeed) and HLA federation execution time (FedTime). Each text line corresponds to an occurrence of an interaction.

The displayed interaction occurrence data set in the display element 822 corresponds to block 720 of FIG. 7. It should be recognized that the interaction occurrence data set is provided in the display element 822 while the HLA federation executes.

Referring now to FIG. 8C, another exemplary graphical user interface 830 includes a display element 832, which is a text box, and a menu 834. The menu again provides the list of interaction classes (e.g., menu 814, FIG. 8A) as would be provided, for example, at block 714 of FIG. 7. In this example, as described above, the interaction classes are indicative of driver to police and police to driver communications used in an HLA federation execution. The user can select an interaction class, here Pman_To_Driver_Comm, for example, at block 716 of FIG. 7.

Referring now to FIG. 8D, another exemplary graphical user interface 840 includes a display element 842, which is a text box. The display element 842 now shows data corresponding to another interaction occurrence data set, for the interaction class selected in the menu 834 of FIG. 8C. In this example, the interaction occurrence data set includes another driver speed (DsSpeed) and another HLA federation execution time (FedTime). Each text line corresponds to an occurrence of an interaction.
The displayed interaction occurrence data set in the display element 842 corresponds to block 720 of FIG. 7. It should be recognized that the interaction occurrence data set is again provided in the display element 842 while the HLA federation executes.

Referring now to FIG. 9, letter reference designators AAAA-FFFF have corresponding letter reference designators AAAA-FFFF on FIG. 9A, to which they couple. FIGS. 9, 9A, and 9B can be taken together to show the interactions between a web client application (FIG. 9), RHIND server software (FIG. 9A), and a web interaction federate (WIF) (FIG. 9B). However, the figures are discussed separately below.

Blocks 902-910 provide the same functions as blocks 302-310 of FIG. 3 and blocks 922-924 provide the same functions as blocks 326-328 of FIG. 3 and are not discussed here again.

The user can provide a request to open an interaction class parameter list, which is received at block 912. The receipt of the request to open the interaction class parameter list at block 912 results, at block 914, in the interaction class parameter list being displayed, for example as a menu on a graphical user interface (e.g., FIGS. 9A, 9C). Unlike the object instances and associated object instance list at block 316 of FIG. 3, which are received from the HLA federation execution, the interaction class parameters and associated interaction class parameter list are provided by the open DDF received at block 910.

The user can select an interaction class parameter associated with the interaction class parameter list displayed at block 914, and the selection is received at block 916. At block 918, in response to the object interaction class parameter selection received at block 916, the web client application sends the interaction class parameter selection to the RHIND server software of FIG. 9A.
At block 920, in response to the interaction class parameter selection sent at block 918, an associated interaction parameter value is received and displayed in conjunction with a display element in the DDF opened at block 910. The interaction parameter value is associated with an occurrence of the interaction in the running HLA federation execution.

Referring now to FIG. 9A, a process 930 is associated with RHIND server software, for example the RHIND server software 20 of FIG. 1. Letter reference designators AAAA-FFFF have corresponding letter reference designators AAAA-FFFF on FIG. 9, corresponding to the web client application to which they couple. Letter reference designators GGGG-JJJJ have corresponding letter reference designators GGGG-JJJJ on FIG. 9B, corresponding to a web interaction federate to which they couple.

Blocks 932-938 provide the same functions as blocks 336-342 of FIG. 3A and are not discussed here again.

At block 940, an interaction class associated with the opened DDF is sent, for example, to the web interaction federate of FIG. 9B. At block 942 an interaction class parameter request is received, for example, from the web client application of FIG. 5 (block 918). In response to the interaction class parameter request received at block 942, the RHIND server software issues the interaction class parameter selection at block 944, for example, to the web interaction federate of FIG. 9B. In response, an interaction parameter value is received at block 946 from the web interaction federate of FIG. 5B, which is then sent at block 948 to the web client application of FIG. 9 (block 920) for display.

The receipt of the interaction parameter value at block 946, and the display thereof at block 920 of FIG. 9, occurs upon an occurrence of an interaction having the requested interaction class parameter.

Referring now to FIG. 9B, a process 962 is associated with a web interaction
federate (WIF), for example the web interaction federate 18 of FIG. 1. Letter reference designators GGGG-JJJJ have corresponding letter reference designators GGGG-JJJJ on FIG. 5A, corresponding to the RHIND server software to which they couple.

At block 964, an interaction class is received, for example, from the RHIND server software (block 940).

At block 966, the web interaction federate joins and subscribes to a federation, for example, the federation 16 of FIG. 1. The web interaction federate is then able to receive, from the federation, occurrences of an interaction corresponding to the interaction class received at block 964.

At block 968, the WIF receives an interaction class parameter selection form the user, for example, via the RHIND server software of FIG. 9A (block 944).

At block 970, the WIF receives an indication that an interaction has occurred in a running HLA federation execution. At block 972, the WIF filters the interaction parameter values available in the HLA federation execution in accordance with the interaction class parameter selection received at block 968. At block 974, the WIF sends an interaction parameter value according to the filtering of block 972, for example, to the RHIND server software of FIG. 9A (block 946).

At block 976, the WIF receives a notification that the DDF is being closed, for example, from the RHIND servers software of FIG. 9A (block 956). At block 978, the WIF unsubscribes from the interaction class to which it subscribed at block 966.

In view of the processes 900, 930, 962 of FIGS. 9, 9A, and 9B, respectively, it should be apparent that a user can initiate a change to an interaction parameter value associated with a display element, for example, by a selection of an interaction class parameter at block 916 of FIG. 9. The interaction class parameter, and therefore, the associated interaction parameter value, can be dynamically updated while the HLA
federation executes.

FIGS. 10-10D show graphical user interfaces according to the processes of FIGS. 9-9B. Referring first to FIG. 10, an exemplary graphical user interface 1000 includes a display element 1002, which is a dial gauge. The display element 1002 has no associated data, as would be provided, for example, at blocks 910 of FIG. 9.

Referring now to FIG. 10A, another exemplary graphical user interface 1010 includes a display element 1012, which is a dial gauge, and a menu 1014. The menu provides a list interaction class parameters as would be provided, for example, at block 914 of FIG. 9. In this example, the interaction class parameters correspond to positions (X, Y, ZZ) at which a police to driver communication (Pman_To_Driver_Comm, an interaction class) occur in an HLA federation execution. The user can select an interaction class parameter, here position X, for example, at block 916 of FIG. 9.

Referring now to FIG. 10B, another exemplary graphical user interface 1020 includes a display element 1022, which is a dial gauge. The display element 1022 now shows data corresponding to an interaction parameter value for the selected interaction class parameter (position X), selected in the menu 1014 of FIG. 10A. In this example, the interaction parameter value includes a position 4436 (in arbitrary units).

The displayed interaction parameter value in the display element 1022 corresponds to block 920 of FIG. 9. It should be recognized that the interaction parameter value is provided in the display element 1022 while the HLA federation executes.

Referring now to FIG. 10C, another exemplary graphical user interface 1030 includes a display element 1032, which is a dial gauge, and a menu 1034. The menu 1034 again provides the list of interaction class parameters (e.g., menu 1014, FIG. 10A) as would be provided, for example, at block 914 of FIG. 9. In this example, the
interaction class parameters again correspond to positions (X, Y, ZZ) at which a police to driver communication (Pman_To_Driver_Comm, an interaction class) occurred in an HLA federation execution. The user can select an interaction class parameter, here position Y, for example, at block 916 of FIG. 9.

Referring now to FIG. 10D, another exemplary graphical user interface 1040 includes a display element 1042, which is a dial gauge. The display element 1042 now shows another interaction parameter value, for the interaction class parameter Y selected in the menu 1034 of FIG. 10C. In this example, the interaction parameter value includes a position -8030 (in arbitrary units).

The displayed interaction parameter value in the display element 1042 corresponds to block 920 of FIG. 9. It should be recognized that the interaction parameter value (position) is again provided in the display element 1042 while the HLA federation executes.

All references cited herein are hereby incorporated herein by reference in their entirety.

Having described preferred embodiments of the invention, it will now become apparent to one of ordinary skill in the art that other embodiments incorporating their concepts may be used. It is felt therefore that these embodiments should not be limited to disclosed embodiments, but rather should be limited only by the spirit and scope of the appended claims.

What is claimed is:
CLAIMS

1. A method of providing a display associated with a high level architecture (HLA) federation execution, the method comprising:
   (a) generating an HLA federate;
   (b) joining the HLA federate to the HLA federation execution;
   (c) subscribing, using the HLA federate, to receive HLA-federation-execution data including at least one of object classes, object instances, object class attributes, object attribute values, interaction classes, interaction class parameters, interaction parameter values, and interaction occurrence data sets;
   (d) receiving the HLA-federation-execution data while the HLA federation executes;
   (e) generating a display element;
   (f) selecting a first one of an object instance, an object class attribute, an interaction class, and an interaction class parameter from among the HLA-federation-execution data, while the HLA federation executes;
   (g) displaying a first at least one of an object attribute value, an interaction parameter value, and an interaction occurrence data set from among the HLA-federation-execution data with the display element in response to the (f) selecting the first one, while the HLA federation executes;
   (h) selecting a second one of an object instance, an object class attribute, an interaction class, and an interaction class parameter from among the HLA-federation-execution data, while the HLA federation executes; and
   (i) displaying a second at least one of an object attribute value, an interaction parameter value, and an interaction occurrence data set from among the HLA-federation-execution data with the display element in response to the (h) selecting the second one, while the HLA federation executes.

2. The method of Claim 1, wherein the subscribing comprises:
   subscribing to an object class attribute associated with the HLA federation execution.
3. The method of Claim 2, wherein the receiving the HLA-federation-execution data comprises:
   receiving RTI object instance discoveries associated with the subscribed object class attribute;
   building an object instance list associated with the RTI object instance discoveries.

4. The method of Claim 1, wherein the display element is selected from among a dial gauge, a bar gauge, a line chart, a pie chart, a spreadsheet cell, and a text box.

5. The method of Claim 1, wherein the selecting the first one comprises selecting a first object instance and the selecting the second one comprises selecting a second object instance from among the HLA-federation-execution data.

6. The method of Claim 5, wherein the displaying the first at least one comprises displaying a first object attribute value associated with the first selected object instance and the displaying the second at least one comprises displaying a second object attribute value associated with the second selected object instance.

7. The method of Claim 1, wherein the selecting the first one comprises selecting a first object class attribute and the selecting the second one comprises selecting a second object class attribute from among the HLA-federation-execution data.

8. The method of Claim 7, wherein the displaying the first at least one comprises displaying a first object attribute value associated with the first selected object class attribute and the displaying the second at least one comprises displaying a second object attribute value associated with the second selected object class attribute.

9. The method of Claim 1, wherein the subscribing comprises subscribing to an interaction class associated with the HLA federation execution.
10. The method of Claim 9, wherein the receiving the HLA-federation-execution data comprises:
    receiving an interaction occurrence associated with the interaction class; and
    receiving at least one of an interaction occurrence data set and an interaction parameter value associated the interaction occurrence.

11. The method of Claim 1, wherein the selecting the first one comprises selecting a first interaction class and the selecting the second one comprises selecting a second interaction class from among the HLA-federation-execution data.

12. The method of Claim 11, wherein the displaying the first at least one comprises displaying a first interaction occurrence data set associated with the first selected interaction class and the displaying the second at least one comprises displaying a second interaction occurrence data set associated with the second selected interaction class.

13. The method of Claim 1, wherein the selecting the first one comprises selecting a first interaction class parameter and the selecting the second one comprises selecting a second interaction class parameter from among the HLA-federation-execution data.

14. The method of Claim 13, wherein the displaying the first at least one comprises displaying a first interaction parameter value associated with the first selected interaction class parameter and the displaying the second at least one comprises displaying a second interaction parameter value associated with the second selected interaction class parameter.

15. A system to provide a display associated with a high level architecture (HLA) federation execution, comprising:
    a web interaction federate adapted to join the federation and subscribe to receive HLA-federation-execution data including at least one of object classes, object instances, object class attributes, object attribute values, interaction classes, interaction class parameters, interaction parameter values, and interaction occurrence
data sets while the HLA federation executes;

a web client application adapted to dynamically display at least a portion of the
HLA-federation-execution data while the HLA federation executes; and

a server coupled between the web interaction federate and the web client
application, wherein the server is adapted to provide the at least a portion of the HLA-
federation-execution data to the web client application.

16. The system of Claim 15, further including a graphical user interface coupled to
the web client application to display the at least a portion of the HLA-federation-
execution data while the HLA federation executes.

17. The system of Claim 16, wherein the graphical user interface includes a
display element selected from among a dial gauge, a bar gauge, a line chart, a pie
chart, a spreadsheet cell, and a text box, wherein the display element is to dynamically
display the at least a portion of the HLA-federation-execution data while the HLA
federation executes.

18. The system of Claim 17, wherein the display element includes a display of at
least one of an object class, an object instance, an object class attribute, and an object
attribute value.

19. The system of Claim 17, wherein the display element includes a display of at
least one of an interaction class, an interaction class parameter, and interaction
occurrence data set, and an interaction parameter value.

20. The system of Claim 16, wherein the graphical user interface includes a
selection window adapted to select an object instance to display an object attribute
value associated with the selected object instance and adapted to select another object
instance to display another object attribute value associated with the selected another
object instance while the HLA federation executes.

21. The system of Claim 16, wherein the graphical user interface includes a
selection window adapted to select an object class attribute to display an object
attribute value associated with the selected object class attribute and adapted to select
another object class attribute to display another object attribute value associated with
the selected another object class attribute while the HLA federation executes.

22. The system of Claim 16, wherein the graphical user interface includes a
selection window adapted to select an interaction class to display an interaction
occurrence data set associated with the selected interaction class and adapted to select
another interaction class to display another interaction occurrence data set
associated with the selected another interaction class while the HLA federation executes.

23. The system of Claim 16, wherein the graphical user interface includes a
selection window adapted to select an interaction class parameter to display an
interaction parameter value associated with the selected an interaction class parameter
and adapted to select another an interaction class parameter to display another
interaction parameter value associated with the selected another an interaction class
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